Surface morphology of Mycobacterium bovis BCG: relation to mechanisms of cellular aggregation.
Growing colonies of Mycobacterium bovis BCG, Tice and Glaxo substrains, and freshly ball milled and freeze-dried Tice BCG vaccines were examined by scanning and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and by light microscopy after cytochemical staining. BCG organisms in colonies growing on agar were randomly oriented, despite colony morphology, and nearly completely covered by an amorphous material. Aggregates of organisms in vaccine suspensions were also covered with this material, but single cells were not covered. In TEM, the covering material was visualized between groups of cells as an electron-transparent area surrounded by a thin electron-dense layer. This material appeared to originate in the upper cell wall, between the cell wall skeleton and the outer dense layer. Staining of the covering material indicated the presence of protein, carbohydrate and acidic groups, but not exposed lipids. The covering material was absent from the ventral side of colonies, suggesting that its production is oxygen-dependent. These observations suggest that a mycobacterial exudate, previously observed and implicated as a virulence factor, may also bind the cells together, and accounts for the aggregative properties of the organisms in culture.